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Yvette, Felicia, and Bebe - known as Dream, Freeze Frame, and Buttercup - are getting money fast
as a trio clique in the strip world of Detroit. They've got fans, carefree lifestyles, but dark pasts.
Dream is the celebrity of the clique, making the most money and stunting as such. Freeze Frame is
the modest hustler, who's in it for the most gain and willing to do whatever it takes to come up off
her knuckles. And Buttercup is the Vet, hungry to make sure her name is known and remembered.
These girls work like magic as a team; but the thirst of a sneaky bitch dismantles the entire
friendship and gets a few folks killed in the process. What lies will be told? What games will be
played? Who will fall victim behind someone's thirst? After reading "From the Back", you'll most
certainly be watching your back. Not all enemies are meant to be kept close!
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This was a great, hood and realistic read. This book is proof of how jealousy can ruin lives. These
chicks were something else and I'm glad I don't have friends like them cause I'd be upset. It's crazy
how all three had their own secrets and low key hated each other. Bebe is so bitter, evil, jealous and
sneaky. I wouldn't have guessed that she was going to do some of the things she did. Yvette

definitely had her own demons to fight. All the time I thought Felicia was the cool one and she was
sneaking and plotting on the low too. There were some editing errors but nothing I couldn't read
through. I also would have like to learn more about some of the characters history. Especially tyrus
and Felicia. The perfect example of be watchful of the company you keep and that even your
closest friends can be the plotting your demise. Great job TC!

I really didn't get it...not one of the books I've truly enjoyed in the past from this author. I can tell by
the ending that this envy isn't over. Jealousy took Bebe to this extreme? I mean I just don't
understand it...

There has to be a part 2 , 3 friends are strippers, one is jealous of her friend so she calls up a thug
that robs for a living well he gets greedy and that leaves one man dead one girl shot another one
raped and the jealous one might be paralized

It started off entertaining and I was hooked to find out about three friends that stripped for a living. I
couldn't understand how they can truly have a relationship with a man. All three had dreams and
ambition. Just one that wanted to see the rest fall.

This book was a great read!!! This book will prove to you that everybody that smile in your face is
not your friend & can't be trusted!! The things that jealousy & money will make you do! I recommend
this book so you can take a ride with the Dream Team...Dream, Buttercup, & Freeze Frame!!! Hope
you be ready because it goes down in The Kitty Kat Club!!! I sure hope that it be a part 2!! Good job
TC Littles!!!

It was a ok read sorry to say but a lot of people have a Bebe in their inner circle.you really have to
watch who you call your friends . Jealously is really real I'm glad Bebe got her karma don't feel bad
one bit . I didn't like how dream tried to play tyrus if yu gone help your man help him but don't throw
it in his face every chance you get and too your friends ..

I liked this book. I hope there is a part 2. BeBe was all messed up over the monster she created
"Dream". The love of money destroys relationships everyday, but these friends were so thirsty for it,
that they turned on each other. I can't wait to see what happens next.

This books was excellent. It doesn't pay to be sneaky and grimey. The tables turned REAL quick
because of jealousy and envy. The ending left me in anticipation of the next part. There were a few
minor mistakes, but they didn't stop me from enjoying the book.
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